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Formula 1 calendar qualifying

Формула 1 Календарь 2020 Формула 1 Гран-при Австрии 2020Спильберг, Австрия05 июл '20Восшествие2:10 PM Формула 1 Стириан Гран-при 2020Спильберг, Австрия12 Июль '20Востренный 2:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Венгрии 2020Могьоорд, Венгрия19 Июл '20Sunday2:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Великобритании 2020Silverstone, Великобритания02 авг
'20Sunday2:10 PM Формула 1 70th Anniversary Гран-при 2020Silverstone, Великобритания09 Авг '20Sunday2:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Испании 2020Catalya, Испания16 авг '20Восхититель 20:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Бельгии 2020Stavelot, Бельгия30 авг '20Восхититель 20:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Италии 2020Monza, Италия06 Sep '20Восхитая2:10 PM
Формула 1 Гран-при Тосканы 2020Тускания, Италия13 сентября '20Восхитять 20:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при России 2020Sochi, Россия27 Сентября '20Востядай12:10 Формула 1 Эйфель Гран-при 2020Нюрбург , Германия11 Окт '20Восхитая1:10 PM Формула 1 Гран-при Португалии 2020Портимао, Португалия25 Окт '20Восстановляемый 1:10 Формула 1
Эмилия Романья Гран-при 2020Imola , Italy01 November '20Sunday12:10 PM Formula 1 Turkish Grand Prix 2020Istanbul, Turkey15 November '20Restreuts 10:10 AM Formula 1 Bahrain Grand Prix 2020Sakhir, Bahrain29 November '20Sunday2:10 PM Formula 1 Sahir Grand Prix 2020Sakhir, Bahrain06 Dec '20Sunday5:10 PM Formula 1 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix 2020Aboo,
United Arab Emirates13 December '20Sunday1:10 PM F1 announced 17 races for 2020. Click on any GP for full F1 schedule information, dates, times and full weekend program. F1 Tickets F1 Experience F1 TV Schedule 1st Free Practice 2nd Free Practice 3rd Free Practice 1st Qualifying 2nd Qualifying 3rd qualifying countdown download race ... Track: Melbourne Race: 58 laps
/ 307,574 km Race Circuit Date Australia Melbourne March 21 Bahrain Bahrain March 28 China Shanghai April 11 ? ? April 25 Spain Catalonia May 9 Monaco Monte Carlo May 23 Azerbaijan Baku June 6 Canada Montreal June 13 France Paul Rickard June 27 Austria Red Bull Ring July 4 Updated 9:30 am June 12 2020. F1 will not visit Azerbaijan, Singapore or Japan in 2020 it
was announced. Just over a week after F1 revealed the first eight races of the 2020 F1 season, the series' organisers said: As a result of the ongoing problems with COVID-19, we and our promoters in Azerbaijan, Singapore and Japan have decided to cancel our races for the 2020 season. These decisions have been made in response to the various challenges faced by our
promoters in these countries. In Singapore and Azerbaijan, the lengthy time required to build street lanes made it impossible to hold events at a time of uncertainty, and in Japan the continued travel restrictions also led to the decision not to continue the race. There is some good news, however, as F1 also said that significant progress has been made with existing and new
promoters on the revised calendar and it has been particularly encouraged which has been shown new places in the Formula 1 race during the 2020 season. F1 is confident that between race by the time the season ends in Abu Dhabi in mid-December. The new calendar is expected to be published before the start of the season in Austria. Update: The first eight races of the 2020
F1 season were confirmed by an update of 11:20 a.m. on June 2, 2020. Formula 1 has confirmed the first eight races of the 2020 F1 season, after months of calendar changes among the COVID-19 pandemic, including two British Grand Prix. At the moment, everything will be held behind closed doors. The first Formula One race of 2020 will be held in Austria at the Red Bull Ring
on Sunday, July 5, 2020. Next weekend, on Sunday, July 12, there will be another Austrian Grand Prix. Sunday July 19 sees F1 head to Hungary, particularly Budapest, before Formula 1 arrives at Silverstone for two races, the first on Sunday 2 August and the second on Sunday 9 August. The Spanish Grand Prix will be held on Sunday, August 16, the Belgian Grand Prix in Spa-
Francorchamps on Sunday, August 30, and the Italian Grand Prix in Monza on Sunday, September 6. Other races will be added at a later date, in accordance with Formula 1, and all eight races will be supported by Formula 2 and Formula 3. In a statement, Formula 1 said: Due to the continued fluidity of the COVID-19 situation internationally, F1 will complete the details of the
wider calendar and hope to publish that in the coming weeks with the expectation of having a total of 15-18 races before the end of the season in December. F1 currently expect the opening races to be closed events, but hope fans will be able to attend again when it is safe to do so. Update: Dutch Grand Prix cancelled updated 1:30 p.m. on May 28, 2020. Organisers of the
revived Dutch Grand Prix at the recently renovated Sandworth announced that the first Formula One race on the track in 35 years has been resumed until 2021. Organiser and former Formula One driver Ian Lammers said the team behind the event appreciated the idea of running behind closed doors and instead decided to cancel the event and move on to 2021 with the support
of Formula 1. This change means that there are still 18 Grand Prix to be held in the season, but a new calendar with some races on European tracks is expected in the next few weeks. The current Austrian Grand Prix date of July 5 is still set for the first stage of the season, with F1 bosses discussing how to hold as many races as possible in 2020. Update: French Grand Prix
cancelled updated at 10:08am on April 27, 2020. Formula 1 has announced that the French Grand Prix is the last event to be directly cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic. The announcement came after the French government confirmed it would extend the lockout for another month to sue for the distribution of Covid-19. This extension, until mid-July means that the June 28
event cannot go ahead. confirmed in a statement on Monday morning that the French Grand Prix had been cancelled. He joins Monaco and GPS is once the third race to be explicitly cancelled due to the spread of the virus. We regret to inform you that we take note of the impossibility of preserving the 2020 French Grand Prix. We will have to wait until next year to live
#SummerRace, all together, - said the organizers. No updates have been provided about the Austrian Grand Prix, the next round on the calendar, which is currently due on July 5. Update: Azerbaijan Grand Prix in Baku postponed Updated: 11:45 am march 23, 2020. The Azerbaijan Grand Prix in Baku has been postponed due to a coronavirus outbreak, Formula One reports.
Scheduled for June 7, Formula 1 will now be looking to find another date at a later date this year. Thus, the total number of races was postponed to six, while the Australian and Monaco Grand Prix were cancelled immediately. A Formula One official statement reads: The Baku City Circuit (BCC) today has decided to postpone the Azerbaijan Formula 1 Grand Prix 2020, which will
be held on June 5-7. The postponement was agreed after extensive discussions with Formula One, as well as the International Federation of Automotive Industries (FIA) and the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan. This is a direct result of the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic and is entirely based on expert guidance provided to us by the relevant authorities. Having
come to this conclusion, the BPC has been the main concern all over the world - the health and well-being of the Azerbaijani people, as well as all the fans, staff and participants of the championship attending Formula One. BCC shares the disappointment of its fans that it was not able to experience the top of the motorsport race through the streets of Baku in June this year. To
this end, we will continue to work closely with Formula One, the FIA and the government of Azerbaijan to monitor the situation with a view to announcing a new race date at the end of the 2020 season. Update: The Dutch and Spanish Grand Prix postponed, Monaco canceled the updated 3:30 p.m. on March 19, 2020. Formula One has announced that three more stages of the
2020 Formula One World Cup have been affected by a coronavirus outbreak: the Dutch and Spanish Grand Prix has been postponed and the Monaco Grand Prix has been cancelled. The first race of 2020 will be held in Baku on June 7. In an official statement, Formula 1 said: Due to the ongoing and smooth nature of the COVID-19 situation around the world, Formula 1, the FIA
and the three promoters have made these decisions to ensure the health and safety of travelling staff, championship participants and fans, which remains our primary concern. Formula 1 and the FIA continue to work closely with affected promoters and local authorities to monitor the situation and take an appropriate amount of time to explore the viability of potential alternative
dates for each Grand Prix at the end of the year if the situation improves. Formula 1 and THE FIA expect to start the 2020 championship as soon as it is safe after and will continue to monitor the current situation of COVID-19 regularly. Update: Bahrain and the Vietnam Grand Prix postponed updated at 1:30 p.m. on March 13, 2020. Just hours after it was announced that the
Australian Grand Prix would be cancelled, Formula 1 temporarily pulled the plug on Bahrain and the Vietnam Grand Prix, too. A Formula 1 statement said: Following the announcement of the cancellation of this week's Australian Grand Prix and the ongoing and smooth nature of the COVID-19 situation around the world, Formula 1, the FIA and the promoters have made these
decisions to ensure the health and safety of the staff, championship participants and fans, which remains our primary concern. Formula 1 and the FIA continue to work closely with racing promoters in Bahrain and Vietnam and local health authorities to monitor the situation and take an appropriate amount of time to explore the viability of potential alternative dates for each Grand
Prix at the end of the year if the situation improves. As a result, Formula One and the FIA expect to start the European Championship at the end of May, but given the sharp increase in the number of COVID-19 cases in Europe in recent days, this will be regularly reviewed. Update: The Australian Grand Prix is cancelled at 9:00am on March 13, 2020. The 2020 Australian Formula
One Grand Prix has been cancelled due to the growing threat of coronavirus, as well as news that a mcLaren team member tested positive for COVID-19. A Formula 1 statement said: All parties have taken into account the tremendous efforts of AGPC, Motorsport Australia, staff and volunteers to stage the first stage of the 2020 FIA Formula One World Championship in
Melbourne, but have concluded that the safety of all formula 1 family members and the wider community, as well as the fairness of the competition, are a priority. Update: Chinese Grand Prix postponed Updated February 13, 2020. The Chinese Grand Prix, scheduled for April 17-19 at the Shanghai International Circuit, has been postponed due to a coronavirus outbreak. There is a
chance that the race may be held later this year, but Formula 1, the race promoter, the FIA and various Chinese authorities need to be satisfied that the risk level has been significantly reduced for this to happen. And, of course, a suitable date should be found in what is already a very busy Formula 1 calendar. A Formula 1 statement said: The Chinese Grand Prix has always been
a very important part of the Formula One calendar and the fans are always incredible. We all look forward to racing in China as soon as possible and wish everyone in the country all the best at this difficult time.
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